
TVU Product and Services Suite

TVU MLink
Rack mount transmitter ideal
for satellite trucks and studio 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
Mlink_datasheet.pdf

TVU Command Center
Cloud-based central management 
system for all of your TVU 
transmissions

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Command_Center.pdf

TVU RPS

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_RPS.pdf

A cost-effective alternative for 
At-Home and REMI live video 
production

TVU Grid
IP based live video switching,
distribution, and routing solution 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVUGrid_Datasheet.pdf

TVU One
Powerful, small and lighweight
3G/4G/LTE mobile transmitter
available with H.264 or H.265/HEVC 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_One_datasheet.pdf

TVU Anywhere
Live transmission from iOS
and Android smart devices 
and laptops 

https://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Anywhere_datasheet.pdf
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TVU MediaMind Server
The TVU MediaMind Server is the backbone 
edge device within the TVU EcoSystem. It’s 
designed to host multiple TVU applications 
that can accomplish multiple tasks 
simultaneously and is also the gateway 
to TVU Grid

https://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_MediaMind.pdf

www.tvunetworks.com
+1.650.969.6732

TVU Aerial 
Newsgathering Pack 
Live aerial HD-quality video transmission 
to any location at sub-second latency 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/products/
tvu-aerial-pack

TVU AP ENPS Integration
Send special alert stories from
TVU Command Center to AP ENPS

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_AP_ENPS_datasheet.pdf

TVU Router

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Router.pdf

200Mbps of secure, reliable, high speed 
and untethered Internet access anywhere

TVU Era

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Era.pdf

TVU Producer
Robust featured cloud-based live video 
production platform for social media and 
web streaming. Easy to use for 
non-professionals

https://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Producer_datasheet.pdf

A flexible and affordable video contribution 
encoder delivering the same high quality, low
latency video found in more expensive professional 
encoders but is designed for use with a single 
Ethernet connection
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TVU Booking Service
Scheduling system for live TVU
transmissions 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Booking_datasheet.pdf

www.tvunetworks.com
+1.650.969.6732

TVU Me

http://www.tvunetworks.com/
products/tvu-me

IP video marketplace that enables
users to sell and trade recorded
video content and sell live video
streams around the world in a
simple interface
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TVU Alert
Efficiently send critical messages in a timely 
manner to your entire organization

http://www.tvunetworks.com/doc/
TVU_Alert.pdf
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TVU TimeLock
Enables multiple TVU One transmitters 
to synchronize together at a set latency, 
allowing mobile and wireless At-home/
REMI productions without being tethered

 http://www.tvunetworks.com/products/
tvu-timelock/

Global Rental Program 

http://www.tvunetworks.com/
global-rentals

Whether it’s a natural disaster, civil
unrest, election, major sporting event
or any other major event, TVU is your
trusted global partner in providing
on-location rental equipment and support 

TVU Transcriber
Context-based real-time speech to text 
transcribing service that uses voice 
recognition AI technology. It can output 
text to a file format from an audio input 
source or embed text into a video stream 
for closed or open captioning

http://www.tvunetworks.com/products/
tvu-transcriber/
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